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Regulation	of	transcription	in	eukaryotes.	 ��	 تیشلا وسردت ال لبق ھحفص رخا ھظحالملل تھبتنا 🥺 👇  
	 

Lets’ go into  second part of Regulation of transcription, we will start talking about how it works in 

eukaryotic systems  ,and of course we will focus on the human system ,  

In the last lecture I said that : 

1)  The human systems more complex in eukaryotic  systems vs prokaryotic systems.  

2) how transcription factor and regulatory proteins interacts with  DNA so you have amino acids and 

proteins and you have nitrogenous bases in the DNA in a certain sequence for both of them ( certain 

sequence of AMINO ACIDS ,certain sequence of bases IN the DNA 🧬 ) and that’s how they 

specifically  interact with each other  via  non covalent interactions ...  

  

So there are different , diverse mechanisms in eukaryotic systems , despite  it’s more complex , but 

the  same principle apply. There are exceptions.  

  
"#$%&'(Although	the	control	of	gene	expression	is	far	more	complex	in	eukaryotes	than	in	
bacteria,	the	same	basic	principles	apply.	 
Transcription	in	eukaryotic	cells	is	controlled	by:	 

1) Cis	-acting	element	,	and there more types of cis acting elements in eukaryotic genome versus 

prokaryotic genomes, so in eukaryotic cells in the DNA ,in their DNA there 

are:  A) Promoters,		there  are multiple promoters as we mentioned before	,B)proximal	

promoter	elements,	there are proximal promoter elements that sort 

like synchronize  transcription of genes that participate in similar mechanisms ok )*+ and it’s like 

as we said before it’s like an alternative of appearance in prokaryotes. B)enhancers	 
C)		and	silencers	 
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2)	-transcriptional	regulatory	proteins	TFP,	it’s  basically  as you will see there are 

more regulators than that function as activators and repressors ,each one of them has certain 

function ,they participate in chromatin  remodeling and DNA modification as well ,  
		 

2) non	coding	RNA	molecules	,	we don’t know what many of these RNA molecules do but is 

fascinating area of research now we have discovered that there are SO  many non coding 

RNA molecules they have a lot of functions  that we don’t know about and there are many types of 

non coding RNA  molecules. (non coding = aren’t translated into protien) 

  

  
 : روصلاع رزیللاب رشاب ناك روتكدلا ھنال ٣:٢٠ ھقیقد ىلع ویدیفلا اورضحت نوھ مكیف
 

So the idea here is that you have agene 👌)*+ ok and this gene has a transcription (start site)right here , and 

you have multiple regions upstream of this gene ,they can also exist down stream like (enhancers) for 

example and certain types of promoters, and regulatory proteins would bind to these regions specifically 

covalently  and they regulate transcription. 

 

Open the video here please !! 
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How	do	TFs	regulate	gene	expression?	 
	 
Transcription	factors	cause	epigenetic/epigenomic	changes	in	DNA.	 
So	What	do	we	mean	by		epigenetics	epigenome?	 
	 
	 
	 

• Epi:	mean	“above”	or	“in	addition	to”	it’s some thing that is a higher level of regulation than the 

regulation that  We have talked about in prokaryotic cells,			-It	indicates		basically	genetic	
alterations	that	regulate	gene	expression	without	a	changing		in	DNA	sequence.		

			 
This	can	happen	via	:	 

• Chromatin	packaging	,	we have talked about heterochromatin and euchromatin  we will talked about It 

again   

  
• 	Chemical	modification	of	histones	.		

	 

• Chemical	modification	of	DNA.	(DNA IT SELF ) or  the bases  in DNA  can also  modified chemically as 

well.  

  

  

If  we look at the	structure	of.	Transportation	factors, they have at least  two domains:   

-DNA Binding domain .  

- activation domain.  

Q.  what do we mean bya  domain?   

Domain is basically we have a protein , and protein would have A	three-dimensional	structure	that	is	part	
of	a	protein’s	structure.	It	(	this	domain	)	forms	independently	of	the	rest	of	the	protein	
and	usually	has	a	function.	 

Q.  what do you mean by independently?  

If we remove this domain, if we cut it out  of the  proteins  ,it  can still maintain its structure ( three dimensional 

structure) and its function  

ةصالخلا .  !   
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In	other	word,	it	can	be	separated	from	the	protein	and	till	be	functional.	 

Q : what is an activation domain?  

Look at the picture it has two domain (in 🟩 green color) In DNA binding protein , it’s bind to 

DNA 🧬 ,  and activation domain this activation domain  does is one of two things ,or may be both at the same time:  
 

A)it can interact	with	others	protein	like	the	mediator	and	general	transcription	factors.		 

B) it can modify	the	DNA	structure	more	specifically	the	structure	of	chromatin.		
	 
	

 🌺 How this (point in the picture ) would regulate a specific gene in terms of expression ?  

 All the above . 

🌺   but what makes the activation region functional at a certain location regulating a specific gene is ? 

DNA 🧬  binding domains.  It’s brings the transcription factor to a specific sequence DNA and then the activation domain 

do what it does . 
 

So if you have the activation  domain by  himself 🏊  swimming   all  around   well it can interact with 

the same  proteins  that  it normally  interacts with but it doesn’t have any function because it’s 

far away from where the gene is  ok )*+  
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NOW how  about the eukaryotic  repressors, how  do they function?  
 

 well ? There are two types or two mechanisms by which they function ,the first  is that you can have a 

repressor   that has a DNA binding domain so but it doesn’t have an activation domain or does not have a 

protein binding domain (ok) 👌)*+,so it’s only  has this over  it does that it occupies this region , right here 

preventing the activator from  binding to DNA so there is competition between the two .  
 
Now  the other mechanism by  which  a repressed is function is that they bind  to DNA and they do 

interact with proteins except that they hold them in there place ,they This! The repressor prevent the 

complex whatever the complexes pre -initiation complex or certain types of protein so it’s glose them to 

their place , it’s prevent them from moving forward. 
 

How do transcription factors regulate gene excepression ?  

As I said one mechanism is by modulating the structure of chromosome ,now remember that DNA exist 

as achromatin and this chromatine are two types you can either have you euchromatin  or you can have what is 

known  as ahetrochromatain.  

THE  deference between the two is that =  

In euchromatin DNA is relaxed (loose )  . 

Heterochromatin is basically when 🧬  DNA IS highly packed ,look to the picture here -./.   
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🌺 Now how does this happen ,how do these regulatory proteins change the structure of chromatin?  

  

Well one type is known as chromatin remodeling factors ( remember when I say factors , l mean proteins ).  

 So what these proteins do is that they remodeled,  they. Redecorate ,they change the structure of chromatin ,and they do 

some by one of the three mechanisms :  

  

1. Removing	histones	from	DNA, so you might have histones wrapping DNA around them 

as in nucleosomes  ,but they are removed, 	exposing the DNA.   ☝ … 

  

2. Repositioning	nucleosomes	making	DNA	accessible,		look	at	the	picture	below	👇 		what 

it does here that  it pushes this histone this octamer  away  this DNA right here ,exposing the promoter 

region allowing for the RNA polymerase to bind to the promoter .  
3. Altering	nucleosome	structure	allowing	protein	binding	to	🧬 	DNA.		
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- Chromatin	remodeling	factors	can	be	associated	with	transcriptional	activators	

and	repressors.	So them selves the transcriptional activators by themselves be remodeling factors or 

they can bind to DNA so they can be recruited or attract a-chromatin  remodeling   factor to that region .  

  

Q…How transcription factors can modulate change modify the structure of chromatin.?  
 مالكلا وتمھف ام اذا… روصلا ىلع رشاب ناك روتكدلا ھنال ١٤:٤٥ ھقیقد ىلع ویدیفلا وحتفت مكیف
	 

  We talked about hestone ( H1 ) That forms achromatosome and  Is  found when DNA  is highly packed , 

it is not part of nucleosomes , it’s get removed  in from nucleosomes ( which mean relaxed DNA , so what 

happens here is that you have a protein known as( p10 ) ,is actually a tumor suppressors gene meaning 

that it prevents the formation of tumors and it does so by inactivating genes that induce cells grow to  

proliferate and defined .  

  

🧐  So  p10 interacts with histone H1  and it brings it to DNA and it allows for  the formation 

of hetero chromatin so gene would be inactivated . 
 
🙃  If pP10 is removed then H1 will be released and DNA is not packed anymore it’s look like 

a euchrematin  and gene then would be induced ,and activated . 

 
How	else	are	chromosomal	structures	altered?	
Change	of	compactness	of	the	chromatin	by:	

- So another  mechanism is again by chromatin remodeling  factor changing the a compactness of the DNA by 

changing the position of histones or the association of histone with DNA . 

 
- Chemical	modification	of	histones.		

	

- Acetylation,	methylation,	and	phosphorylation, it can also mediated by non- coding RNAs 
	

- Binding	of	noncoding	RNAs	to	DNA	
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So what do we mean by chemical modification of histones ? 

One ☝  type of  modification is acetylation of histones that is the the addition of an aceytl  group , then it added to an 

amino acid  that is found in abundance ,Pythagorean is found in large quantities  in histones , this amino acid is known as  

lysine ,  lysine is a positively charged ✅ , when it exists  in thr ionized form ,the positive charge is 

exposed  it has very strong interaction with DNA , so making the DNA compact in the heterochromatin 

structure  . 

 WHAT happen is the aceytle group is added the positive charge right here by enzyme known as HAT ( Histone acytle 

transferase )	 ……… look	below	👇 That induces gene expression . 
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The opposite of that is true , the repressor also have enzymatic activity known as( histone deacetylaze  

That remove the acetyl group , exposing the positive charge ,strengthening the interaction between histone and DNA in 

and making DNA in heterochromatin chromatin structure that would inactivate gene expression expression…)  

 

As example : 

 

So interestingly  transcriptional		activator		and		repressors	are	associated	with	these	enzymatic	

activity so activator would have acetyltransferase activities ,so what they do is that they acetylate  histones !weaken 

interaction between histones and DNA ,  and Repressors  have de acetylase  activities  meaning that they remove the acetyl 

group converting DNA Into Heterochromatin structure , interestingly  (transcription factor 2 D )( TFIID)  associated with 

a histone acetyltransferases enzyme , this is why (TFIID) is the first one that's comes to A promotor  with particular genes , 

relaxing DNA and activating gene expression. 
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There	are	other	modifications	of	histones	and	these	modifications	include	methylation	

and	phosphorylation,,	the effect is not as clear as acetylation but in general phosphorylation would 

induced gene expression but in term of methylation the effect is dependent on where this modification 

takes place sometimes methylation of certain regions of DNA would induced gene expression depending 

on where this modification takes place in other cases modifications by methylation would actually repress 

gene expression (in the next figure we can see the tails which made by acetylation or methylation of 

histones).	

	

That’s	all	what	you	have	to	know		that	is	histones	can	be	chemically	modified	mainly	by	
and	we	talk	about	the	effect	of	it	but	it	can	also	be	modified	by	methylation	and		acetylation

nd	where	it	a	modificationsand	the	effect	is	dependent	on	the	type	of		phosphorylation
.takes	place	

Role	of	noncoding	RNAs:	

--How about noncoding RNA molecules? I will give you an example because we don’t know much about these noncoding 

RNA molecules  

What they do is that they have RNA which can anneal (hybridize) to a certain sequence of DNA that is complementary to 

the noncoding RNA. 
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Now remember how we said that RNA molecules can fold (they can have a structure of them selves and it is unique) and 

this three-dimensional structure of RNA molecules may actually fit with proteins, so it would attract these proteins to this 

specific region of the DNA that the RNA bind to it  -either activating or inactivating gene expression dependent on what 

the protein does –  this is one idea of what these noncoding RNA molecules do. 

	

• growing	mRNA	To	sum	up:	RNA	molecules	that	are	homologous	to	the	DNA	or	to	the	
sequences	of	certain	genes	induce	chromatin	condensation	and	histone	methylation.	

X	chromosome	inactivation:	

So, here is an example of how important noncoding RNA molecules is:	X	chromosome	inactivation.	

We know that females have two x chromosomes (xx) while mails have only one x chromosome (xy).  

So, in this case the females have double the number of genes versus mails, do they expressed double the amount of 

proteins from these genes when compared with mails? 

No, because what happens is that during development one of the x chromosomes can be inactivated which mean that 

females would have one active x chromosome and mails would also have one active x chromosome. 
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So which x chromosome is inactivate? it depends, it is a random process it can be the maternal x chromosome or the 

paternal x chromosome. 

If you look at cells in a female body, you would find that some cells have paternal x chromosome active and in other cells 

you would have maternal x chromosome active (it is like a mosaic).So even within the same organ you would have this 

group of cells having paternal x chromosome and another group of cells having maternal x chromosome active.  

So x chromosome get inactivated by long noncoding RNA -it is one type of the noncoding RNA molecules- that is 

so you have transcription of the  )inactivatedme that is to be ohe x chromost(transcribed from the x chromosome itself 

long noncoding RNA molecules from a gene known as Xist and you have a production of a lot of RNA from this Xist gene. 

 This RNA coats this x chromosome, as a result it inactivates it or in other words it prevents transcription 

from whole of the genes and what happens then is that histones would be hypoacetylated which means 

that they become deacetylated- all lysines will become charged and the interaction between histones and 

DNA would be very strong which makes the chromosome smaller so this shrinks the x chromosome and 

then it becomes really shrunk chromosome inside the cell. 

So, this is the mechanism of x chromosome inactivation and it is by a pregenetic and it is by a histone 

modification as well as DNA modification. 		

To	sum	up:	

gene	located	on	the	inactive	X		XistA	long	noncoding	RNA	(lncRNA)	is	transcribed	from	
chromosome.	

The	Xist	RNA	coats	the	inactive	chromosome	and	promotes	the	recruitment	of	a	protein	
ding	chromosomal	condensation.complex	that	methylates	histone	3	lea	
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DNA	methylation:		

So, DNA can be modified chemically like histones, it can be methylated. 

:cytosineemember we talked about methylation of R 

If cytosine is deaminated it becomes uracil if methyl cytosine is deaminated it becomes thymine so what happens in DNA 

is that cytosine can be methylated and that’s a normal process.  

And this methylation takes place in what is known as CpG islands and this means that there is sequences that are rich in 

C,G  (in red on the figure below), it contains a lot of C,G and that why they called islands.  

s ine ithat is when cytosNow usually these sequences exist upstream of core promoter so when DNA is methylated 

what happens is DNA methylation induces the formation of heterochromatin  inactive, sogenes become  methylated

inhibiting gene expression.  
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carbon	position	specifically	at	-ytosine	residues	can	be	methylated	groups	at	the	5’So,	c
near	promoters).	islandsCG	sequences	(called	CpG		

DNA	methylation	reduces	gene	transcription	by	blocking	of	activator	binding	to	DNA	and	
inducing	heterochromatin	formation.	

	

Now	DNA	methylation	is	very	important	for	a	process	known	as	genetic	imprinting	which	is	
a	term	indicates	the	following	:	

	some gene can be imprinted meaning that any one of us  for specific number of genes we must have the maternal gene 

that is activated, for other certain genes the paternal gene must be activated and the other must be inactivated. For certain 

genes mother’s gene is activating and father’s gene is inactivating and for other group of genes it is the opposite. So, there 

is this interesting regulation of genes and this phenomenon known as genetic imprinting.  

 cytosine. it by methylating DNA at genes?nal genes or the paternal How we can inactivate mater 
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Now look to these two twins they are identical and so there DNA will be exactly the same, but if you look at them again you 

will notice a differences between them, now we have a question why they have some differences while they have the same 

 epigenetics. And This is they have different DNA modifications and histone modification This is because ?DNA sequence

which mean that their epigenome is different. 

Now how it is become different? it becomes different because of there lifestyle meaning that it depends on what they eat 

and what they do if they do a sport or not if they take care of themselves or not do they sleep early or not so this lifestyle 

habit is actually regulate the epigenome so it is a higher level of regulation. 

 

Look at these for example we have a twins and when you look at them you can notice the difference between the two and 

the difference is due to the epigenome rather than changes in the sequences of DNA. 
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The same for mice they have the same DNA sequences and 

different epigenome and that’s the reason they have different skin colors. 

So, the idea is that epigenetics really significant and heritable in other words what parents do would 

influence their children. for example, if a mother smokes that would affect children when she is pregnant 

with them so she must take care of herself during pregnancy and the same for the father because 

epigenetics can also be transmitted and heritable.  

For example, stress is really can affect children even though they would inherit the same genes and the 

same sequence from parents, but the pattern of methylation and modification of histones DNA would be 

different. 

		

This is why time magazine had this on the cover that is you really control your density because you may 

have a mutation but you can suppress this mutation by leading healthy lifestyle. Some women for example 

they have a mutation in a gene known as braca 1 -we talked about it and we say that is associate with breast 

cancer- so they don’t develop breast cancer because of epigenome. 
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Scenario	for	how	the	transcription	factors	function:		

We will use androgen receptor as an example, so it binds to a ligand (androgen, the male hormone) then 

the receptor can bind to DNA in association with a transcription factor -a coregulator- so they bind to the 

DNA and this coregulator is actually an enzyme that it is a kinase -phosphorylates or add a phosphate 

groups to histones- So this protein phosphorylates the histones. 

Why specifically these proteins? because it is led by androgen receptor.  

Androgen receptor is activated >>>>binds to DNA >>>>brings the coregulator to a particular region of 

DNA >>>>phosphorylation.  
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Then	this	complex	of	proteins	would	also	attract	another	protein	and	this	here	actually	a	
demethylase	and	it	removes	the	methyl	group	and	when	methyl	groups	are	removed	you	
have	an	activation	of	the	gene,	now	you	have	transcription.		

DNA	becomes	euchromatin	>>>	RNA	polymerase	can	bind	to	DNA	>>>	induction	of	
transcription.	

		

	

A	little	more	detailed	process:	
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When	you	have	the	formation	of	preinitiation	complex	bound	with	enhancers	and	other	
protein	in	order	to	have	this	interaction	and	the	DNA	will	be	actually	relaxed.	

	 		

	

	

Example	of	Nuclear	steroid	receptor:	(androgen	receptor)	
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The idea is that these receptors like androgen receptor they have a three domains -remember that the domain is a three 

dimensional structure of a protein- usually it has a function and it falls independently (it is independent of the rest of the 

protein so if you remove it from the rest of the protein it still functional).  

The hormone comes into the cell>>>> it binds to the receptor and activates it >>>>the formation of the receptor dimer 

>>>>dimer goes into the nucleus >>>>it binds to a hormone response element (element mean a sequence of DNA or RNA) 

of certain gene >>>> then coregulators would bind to the androgen receptor >>> modified DNA or histones,	relaxing	
DNA		in	case	a	gene	needs	to	be	expressed	or	forming	heterochromatin	in	case	a	gene	
needs	to	be	repressed.	

	

		

Such	as	androgen	or	estrogen	(the	
female	hormone).	
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Co-repressors	can	also	bind.		

You	can	have	co	activators	that	combine	to	estrogen	receptor	as	in	here	for	example.	You	
activators	that	loosen	DNA	inducing	gene	expressioncan	have		

repressors	for	certain	gene.-Or	you	can	have	co	

	

 تیشلا نلكع ، ☹ رطس يكحی ناك ھیناث لك يف روتكدلا حماسی هللا ،هللا دمحب مت
 رھظب انلوعداو ، تاحفصلا ددعل وھبتنت ال ، بحب اوسردا لھس ریتك

 �👌�بیغلا

 

	 دوسا تادیالسلاو روتكدلا مالك وھ ينبلا نوللا  تادیالسلا لوا يف	ھظحالم
 ��♥�� … ھمھملا تاملكلا ضعب حیضوتو زیمرت مت و ،  يتیز رضخاو


